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Spring fever is here and the Sturgeon Bite is ON!
The North Saskatchewan River is one of the TOP 10 longest rivers in Canada, originating from the
Canadian Rocky Mountains and emptying into the Hudson Bay. It is one of the most diverse rivers in the
country and is home to multiple species of fish! Here in Alberta we are fortunate to be able to catch, tag,
and protect our residentiary Lake Sturgeon and they are definitely one of my favs! The patience needed to
sit and wait for that one bite from these “dinos” makes the waiting game worth it!
Here in Alberta we are passionate about our Sturgeon and we as anglers, all work together to protect the
“threatened” species. Check out https://mywildalberta.ca/fishing/safety-procedures/fish-handling/sturgeonhandling-practices.aspx for information on safe handling of our Alberta Lake Sturgeon.

Last weekend I hooked into this Sturgeon from the banks of the North Saskatchewan River! My line hit
the water at 5:00pm, hoping to be lucky enough to get that bite before the sun was to set. Suckers began
taking the bait, building up my confidence that I had found a good spot but it wasn’t until I was packing up
my gear and accepting my defeat that my rod bent right over. I pulled back hard on the rod setting the hook
and I knew exactly what was on the other end of my line! My sturgeon setup has remained the same for
the last 6 years of sturgeon fishing and it has yet to lose me a fish! I’ve been using my 8’6 Fenwick HMX
paired up with the classic Abu Garcia Ambassadeur C4 spooled with 25lb Fireline and tipped with the
new Berkley Fusion19 Octopus Hooks (pinched barbs for easy release!).

If you are interested in catching a Sturgeon for yourself or any of the other North Saskatchewan fish such
as walleye, northern pike, burbot, goldeye, mooneye, mountain whitefish, and a variety of suckers then
check out Lunkers Fishing Adventures at www.lunkers.ca right here in Alberta!

And don’t forget to check out the “Serben Farms” www.serbenfarms.com on your way out! After a
wicked weekend of fishing I like to make a pit stop at my cousin’s family store located of Hwy 28 by
Smoky Lake, AB for organic fruits and vegetables, eggs, meats, and lots of Ukrainian treats!
Tight Lines Everyone!
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